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AdExchanger's Programmatic I/O conference was part celebration, part war room.

It covered everything from trends in programmatic video (The headline there? Programmatic will usher in a
new era in video advertising), to the state of cross-channel measurement (that’s still a work in progress), to
who’s accountable for click fraud in programmatic RTB (publishers? agencies? ad tech itself? Still no
agreement on that).

Perhaps the most interesting topic of discussion was that of agency vs. in-house programmatic management,
led by Joanna O’Connell, AdExchanger’s Director of Research. Many marketers are rethinking the agency
model because of what they believe is a lack of transparency into how their precious ad dollars are spent. 

In fact, 46 percent of marketers polled in a recent Association of National Advertisers survey said they had this
concern. That has been enough to drive several brands to make a change: Netflix, Procter &
Gamble, StubHub and Unilever are just some of the big names that have taken the leap to in-house.

What’s Driving This Trend?

O’Connell pointed to several factors that may be driving the move toward in-house programmatic operations:

Marketers aren’t happy with agencies’ reticence or inability to invest in necessary programmatic skills for

their teams

They also are embracing first party data and holding it close. Many of them are looking for a DMP to better

leverage this rich, robust data

Efficiency pressures within marketers’ organizations are forcing them to more thoroughly assess the ROI of

the agency model

The emergence of alternative service models for managing programmatic media makes in-house more

attractive

Self-serve tools are very disruptive and provide a new route for direct management

 Even with all these tools, there’s no guarantee marketers can manage programmatic media better than their
agency counterparts. Also, with more finite resources, there’s a question about whether it’s worthwhile to
devote even some of a company’s most valuable resources—its human capital—to a process that’s designed to
facilitate efficiency and automation. It’s all a coin toss, but one that some marketers are willing to make.
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